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ABSTRACT
Interaction-Oriented Programming (IOP) is an approach for en-

gineering decentralized multiagent systems based in the idea of

modeling interaction meaning. Modeling meaning enables agents

to make flexible decentralized decisions. IOP addresses the key ar-

chitectural elements of multiagent systems, from communication

services for messaging to protocols and norms. In this demo, we

showcase the tools developed over the last decade that enable spec-

ifying, verifying, and implementing meaning-based, decentralized

multiagent systems.
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1 INTERACTION-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
Our research program, titled Interaction-Oriented Programming
(IOP), concerns software abstractions for decentralized business
processes, that is, systems that support interactions between multi-

ple autonomous business principals. Autonomy refers to intelligent,

flexible decision making. IOP stems from a single question.

How can we represent autonomy in software for business

processes?

Current business process modeling technologies are typically

based either on workflows (a centrally executed program) or chore-

ographies (constraints on message ordering). Both rely on low-level

(typically control flow) abstractions that are divorced from business

meaning and are, therefore, incompatible with intelligent, decen-

tralized decision making.

Proc. of the 22nd International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Sys-
tems (AAMAS 2023), A. Ricci, W. Yeoh, N. Agmon, B. An (eds.), May 29 – June 2, 2023,
London, United Kingdom. © 2023 International Foundation for Autonomous Agents

and Multiagent Systems (www.ifaamas.org). All rights reserved.

IOP unifies decentralized decision making with business process

enactment. IOP has a single solution concept at its heart.

Representing autonomy in software requires representing the

business meaning of communications.

E.g., in an ebusiness transaction between a buyer and a seller,

an Offer message specifying an item and a price means the corre-

sponding real-world offer (a domain object), which itself means a

real-world commitment (a higher-level domain object) from the

seller to the buyer for Delivery of the item if Payment of the price
occurs. The meaning of a CancelOffer is to rescind some Offer ; ad-
ditionally, it means a commitment from the seller to Refund the

buyer’s Payment if already made. When principals make decisions,

they do so based on such meaning.

Communication meaning has a rich history in AI, marred though

by early conceptual errors [8]. Our purpose with this demo is to

show that the promising approach of social meaning has come

of age; that it enables engineering business processes as loosely-

coupled, decentralized multiagent systems. We demonstrate soft-

ware for the following purposes.

2 DEMO: SPECIFYING BUSINESS CONTRACTS
We will demonstrate how a business processes may be specified in

terms of declarative norms, which may be understood as elements

of business contracts. We show how a traditional information store,

e.g., a relational database may understood in terms of norms, thus

supporting decision making [2, 3].

Listing 1: A commitment specification.
base events

quote ( S , B , ID , i tem , p r i c e , t )
a c c ep t ( S , B , ID , i tem , p r i c e , addr , t )
pay ( S , B , ID , i tem , p r i c e , amt , t )
d e l i v e r ( S , B , ID , addr , s t a t u s , t )
r e fund ( S , B , ID , amt , rAmt , t )

commitment PurchaseCom S to B
create quote
detach ( a c c ep t and pay ) within quote + 5d

where amt >= p r i c e
discharge d e l i v e r within detached PurchaseCom + 10d

commitment Compensation S to B
create quote
detach v i o l a t e d PurchaseCom
discharge r e fund within v i o l a t e d PurchaseCom + 2d where rAmt >= amt

We demonstrate Cupid, a compiler that outputs SQL queries

given norm specifications such as the one in Listing 1. The specifi-

cation specifies the atomic business events (e.g., quote), each with
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a key (the underlined attributes) for identifying its instances and

a distinguished attribute t for timestamping purposes. The atomic

events maps to relations in relational databases (the compiler in

fact generates ‘Create table. . . ’ statements.)

On top of the atomic events, commitments that capture business

relationships may be specified. Listing 1 shows two commitments

from S (seller) to B (buyer). PurchaseCom captures that S will make

timely deliveries to B upon timely payment; Compensation cap-

tures that Swill compensateB for violated instances of PurchaseCom.
The generated SQL queries enable principals to query databases

in terms of commitment events, e.g., discharge, violation, expiry,

and so on; in other words, in terms of key performance indicators
(KPI). The queries run into hundreds of lines, illustrating that as

simple and declarative as the commitments are, writing the relevant

SQL queries by hand—the only alternative today—would be highly

cumbersome and error-prone.

3 DEMO: BUSINESS CONTRACTS ON
BLOCKCHAIN

Smart contracts as representations for business contracts are a

nonstarter for several reasons, but two stand out. One, they can’t

actually guarantee outcomes; two, they are antiautonomy [11].

We demonstrate Hercule, software that interprets business con-

tracts based on norms over blockchains [6]. Inspired from Cupid,

Hercule enables laying out norms-based contracts on Hyperledger

Fabric [1] and tracking norm states on the blockchain. Hercule is

adapted to document-oriented databases, specifically CouchDB, the

underlying database of the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain.

Hercule demonstrates that you can deploy realistic business

contracts on blockchain. Hercule contracts, in contrast to smart

contracts, support flexible decision making, since they don’t update

the blockchain themselves, being just queries. Yet, they enable

tracking the states of the contracts, thereby supporting compliance

monitoring and accountability processes.

4 DEMO: SPECIFYING BUSINESS PROTOCOLS
Enacting a Cupid or Hercule business contract requires a declarative

business protocol that captures the relevant information causality

and integrity constraints. We will demonstrate how a business

contract may be enacted in a decentralized manner on the basis of

information protocols [9]. Listing 2 shows a protocol over which the

commitments in Listing 1 could be operationalized.

Listing 2: An information protocol.
Purchase {

r o l e B , S
parameter out ID , out item , out amt , out s t a t u s

S ↦→ B : quote [out ID , out item , out p r i c e ]
B ↦→ S : a c c ep t [ in ID , in item , in p r i c e , out addr ]
B ↦→ S : pay [ in ID , in item , in p r i c e , out amt ]
S ↦→ B : d e l i v e r [ in ID , in addr , out s t a t u s ]
S ↦→ B : re fund [ in ID , in amt , out rAmt , out s t a t u s ]

}

Business protocols may be erroneously specified. For example,

they may be specified in such a way that the agents enacting the

protocols may make inconsistent decisions. Such protocols would

not be safe [10]. Alternatively, a protocol may be such that on

some branch, a decision required for termination can never be

made. Such protocols would not be live [10]. We demonstrate tools

for efficiently verifying the liveness and safety of protocols, in

addition to properties such as refinement (which captures whether

a protocol can substitute for another) [5] and atomicity (which

is the idea that composite protocols not have any unterminated

constituent protocols) [4].

A significant challenge for workflow-based business processes

is relating to the content of communications. We demonstrate how

our approach unifies coordination with content and in that supports

business meaning, including in terms of business contracts.

5 DEMO: DECISION-BASED PROGRAMMING
In a business process, each communication represents a principal’s

decision. We will show how to implement a principal’s software,

that is, its agent in accordance with its own decisionmaking policies

[7]. We will demonstrate flexibility in decision making that is not

possible with alternative technologies, e.g., workflow-based.

Specifically, we introduce a decision-oriented programmingmodel

in which one implements an agent by writing decision makers. The
idea is that in any state, an agent can make a set of decisions. A de-

cision maker picks some of those potential decisions, fleshes them

out with the missing information by applying some internal busi-

ness logic and communicates them via messages. Our programming

model guarantees compliance and supports automatic correlation

of decisions, multiprotocol decision making, and atomically making

composite decisions that consists of several decisions-as-messages,

among other things. Additionally, agents are fully asynchronous

and operate purely on the basis of information and meaning rather

than message ordering, as is commonplace in alternative software

implementations of business processes. This enables our agents

suitable to the IoT and they can be essentially be deployed as loosely-

coupled microservices.

6 RELATED SOFTWARE
Cupid is available at https://github.com/akchopr/Cupid/.

All the other software, along with the relevant documentation is

available at https://gitlab.com/masr/bspl/.

Attendees can pick the demos they are interested in.
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